Generally, festschrifts in librarianship are interesting conglomerations of papers by acquaintances of the person being honored, gathered over time by an editor, most often useful tutorials in the authors’ fields, and not altogether intellectually stimulating. One can usually count on them for state-of-the-art presentations in a broad field.

This one is different. It is actually the proceedings of a festschrift ceremony held at Colorado State University, where Anderson was director of libraries from 1957 until his recent retirement. The speakers were few: those well associated with research librarianship, as well as colleagues in various relationships with Anderson. The ceremony was relatively brief, hence the proceedings can be read quite quickly. And there was a theme, so there is coherence among the papers, some of which are expository, some of which are analytical. All present the personal views of the authors.

Shirley Echleman’s brief opening paper sets forth a statement of some rather broad questions that face the research library community as it moves from the traditional to the new information age. A review of the proceedings of the Association of Research Libraries for the past few years will extend her analysis but will leave the basic questions open for development. Forrest Carhart, retired executive director of the New York Metropolitan Reference and Research Library Agency, now a resident of Colorado, reports in some detail how the New York State Three-Rs program developed into a successful array of cooperative activities among New York City’s hundreds of large and small research libraries. The presentation is suggestive, but not analytical.

The remainder of the volume consists of five papers from people now or until recently associated directly with the operations of research libraries and contains the few brief, but cogent, analyses and commentaries. Ralph Ellsworth clearly makes the case for the modular library building as the only way to accommodate the kinds of changes that research libraries might have to make to match demands of the new information age. Richard Dougherty faces the inevitability of the substitution of electronic and other forms of access to library collections and their contents for open-shelf browsing and advises us to begin now to help scholars to adapt. David Stam quickly analyzes the collection development and preservation problems of research libraries and describes in general the workings of the Research Libraries Group’s cooperative programs in these areas. His apt view that access to information about collection goals, collecting strengths, and items selected for preservation is one of the keys to the potential success of such cooperation adds strength to the arguments for new methods of access of others in this volume.

Richard McCoy’s personal views of research library problems in providing access to information and about library collections are based on his years as president of the Research Libraries Group. He makes a most clear analysis of the similarities and differences among various network activities (e.g., OCLC and RLG) and argues well for interaction, integration, and reduction of conflict among them on behalf of the scholarly user. Finally, G. Edward Evans of the Harvard University Library staff and formerly a faculty member at both UCLA and the University of Denver, speculates on the nature of the research library in the year 2010, giving us three scenarios of potential development and analyzing information access and management problems in each case.

All in all, this is a most enjoyable, though brief volume. Most of those in management positions of research libraries have already thought about one or another of the issues, and much has been written about them. It is useful, nevertheless, to pause briefly to read these words of a few of our major agents for change in research librarianship.—Russell Shank, University Libraries, University of California, Los Angeles.
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presented more and more in the literature. Plans for analyzing library services and other activities through economic models are suggested to replace the more typical and straightforward approach to budgeting that many librarians follow, i.e., using the collective judgment of library administrators to construct a budget request based on perceived needs and demands. These judgments have been based on observation and supplemented by routine statistics of size or number of transactions.

This volume takes a different approach. It looks at the "economics" of library service, applying hard quantitative analysis to most aspects of library financial management. The science of economics is brought to bear on decision making for libraries. The first half of the volume discusses microeconomic theory as it relates to areas of library management. The flavor of the text is economic, not bibliographic. Chapters on consumer preference, market demand, library production, and equilibrium analysis present areas for library management through microeconomic models. The second portion of the book provides further analysis of library decision making through actual examples—collection adequacy, waiting-line time at a service desk, and correlation between circulation rates and inventory.

This is definitely not casual or easy reading for most librarians. Selected sections include properties of isoquants, indifference curves, rules of probability, and production with multiple variant inputs. Concepts are expressed in the language of the economist, with formulas and graphs. While librarians know well that books should not be judged by their covers or by the look of their texts, this volume has the appearance of one that most humanists would avoid after leafing through for only a moment.

A more relevant consideration, however, is the value of the text in library decision making. It may be compared with Stephen Roberts' Cost Management for Library and Information Services (C&RL 47:520-22 [Sept. 1986]), which also presents a formal, quantitative approach to resource allocation. Those librarians and managers comfortable enough with economic theory to utilize its quantitative approach as an aid to decision making may find value in this material. How one balances the numbers approach to equally valid library concerns of professionalism, politics, and other unquantifiable factors is critical. One must assume, however, that to implement the approach presented here is beyond the training or experience of most librarians. As in the Roberts book, the basic methods for obtaining the information to aid in the decision-making process may not be possible for most library situations and existing staff. The volume presupposes at least some familiarity with the concepts and mathematics of economic theory; better yet, an academic background in this area would be of great assistance. Beyond the ability to set up and collect the economic information discussed here (which would involve considerable effort), the library administrator must have the ability to integrate the information gathered into overall planning.

A system of information gathering that demonstrates the cost of alternatives to administrators is probably as good aid in decision making. What must be considered, however, is the amount of effort required to gather the information in relation to its usefulness. Such decisions can only be made on a case-by-case basis. The economic analysis of library operations presented here may be useful in some situations, but the method for obtaining the information is probably inaccessible to most library administrators.—John Vasi, Library, University of California, Santa Barbara.
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